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ABSTRACT

Originally developed by NASA as high performance piston alloys to meet U.S. automotive legislation requiring low exhaust emission, the novel NASA alloys now offer dramatic increase in tensile strength for many other applications at elevated temperatures from 450°F (232°C) to about 750°F (400°C). It is an ideal low cost material for cast automotive components such as pistons, cylinder heads, cylinder liners, connecting rods, turbo chargers, impellers, actuators, brake calipers and rotors. It can be very economically produced from conventional permanent mold, sand casting or investment casting, with silicon content ranging from 6% to 18%. At high silicon levels, the alloy exhibits excellent thermal growth stability, surface hardness and wear resistant properties.

INTRODUCTION

Aluminum-Silicon (Al-Si) alloys are most versatile materials, comprising 85% to 90% of the total aluminum cast parts produced for the automotive industry. Depending on the Si concentration in weight percent (wt.%), the Al-Si alloy systems fall into three major categories: hypoeutectic (<12% Si), eutectic (12-13% Si) and hypereutectic (14-25% Si). However, most Al-Si alloys are not suitable for high temperature applications because tensile and fatigue strengths are not as high as desired in the temperature range of 500 °F - 700 °F. In recent years, the development of diesel and direct fuel injection gasoline engines with high specific powers have resulted in a big performance impact on piston materials due to increased combustion pressures and piston temperatures.

To date, most of the Al-Si cast alloys are intended for applications at temperatures of no higher than about 450 °F. Above this temperature, the alloy’s microstructure strengthening mechanisms will become unstable, rapidly coarsen and dissolve resulting in an alloy having an undesirable microstructure for high temperature applications. Such an alloy has little or no practical application at elevated temperatures because the alloy lacks the coherency between the aluminum solid solution lattice and the precipitated strengthening particles (1-2). In general, a large mismatch in lattice coherency contributes to an undesirable microstructure that cannot maintain excellent mechanical properties at elevated temperatures. FIG. 1(A) is a diagram illustrating a coherent particle that has similar lattice parameters and crystal structure relationship with the surrounding aluminum matrix atoms. FIG. 1(B) is a diagram illustrating a non-coherent particle having no crystal structural relationship with the aluminum atoms, which results in an alloy that has little or no practical application at elevated temperatures.
One approach taken by the prior art is to use particulate reinforcements to increase the strength of Al-Si alloys. This approach is known as the aluminum Metal Matrix Composites (MMC) technology (3-5). It is noted that the strength for most particulate reinforced MMC’s manufactured from an Al-Si matrix alloy are still inferior for high temperature applications because the alloy major strengthening phases are unstable for long term exposure at high temperatures. An alternative is the use of ceramic fibers reinforced MMC, which is a relatively expensive process to produce for most automotive engine parts.
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FIG. 1(A) illustrates a coherent precipitated particle that has similar crystal structure relationship with the surrounding aluminum matrix atoms. FIG. 1(B) illustrates a non-coherent precipitated particle.

The new NASA high strength alloy is an ideal low cost aluminum alloy for high temperature cast components such as pistons, cylinder heads, cylinder liners, connecting rods, turbo chargers, impellers, actuators, brake calipers and rotors. NASA 398 is an aluminum-silicon alloy that may be used in a bulk alloy form with silicon content ranging from 6% to 18%. At high silicon levels the alloy exhibits excellent surface hardness and wear resistance properties.

Due to increasingly stringent emission regulations for internal combustion engines, NASA 398 alloy is uniquely applicable for new piston design to reduce emission. Combustion analysis from engines has shown that the unburned fuel comes mostly from a ring-shaped crevice that is formed between the cylinder wall surface, the piston outside wall, and the top of the piston ring (6-8). If the flame in the combustion chamber cannot travel deep into the piston’s wall and enter the inside of the crevice, the unburned fuel is exhausted out of the combustion chamber in the expansion stroke as the main source of hydro-carbon emissions (9-10). Current modification is to reduce the piston’s crevice volume by moving the top piston ring closer to the top of the piston. Such piston modifications would require a stronger alloy to prevent the piston failure due to high mechanical and thermal loading of the top piston’s ring groove and ring lands. NASA alloys can be used for high performance pistons requiring high fatigue strength in the pin boss area and high wear resistance of the flanks of the first ring groove.

**ALLOY PROCESSING PARAMETERS**

NASA 398 is a hypereutectic alloy (16% w. Si), which has similar specifications for usage to conventional A390.0, Mahle 126, Zolloy Z16 and AE 425. It is a heat treatable Al-Si alloy consisting of small polygonal primary silicon particles evenly distributed in an aluminum matrix for high strength and high wear resistance applications at elevated temperatures. NASA alloys can also be made in eutectic and hypoeutectic forms (<13% wt. Si), which is similar to A384.0, A413.0, AE 413, Mahle 124, 356, 359, 360. NASA alloys can be produced economically from conventional permanent mold or sand casting, and they are best used for applications from 500°F (260°C) to about 750°F (400°C). Figure 2A and 2B show the typical microstructure of NASA alloys in hypereutectic and eutectic form, respectively.
In both types of NASA alloys, the silicon gives the alloy a high elastic modulus and low thermal coefficient of expansion. The addition of silicon is essential in order to improve the fluidity of the molten aluminum to enhance the castability of the Al-Si alloy. At high silicon levels the alloy exhibits excellent surface hardness and wear resistance properties. Strontium is used to modify the Al-Si eutectic phase, and phosphorus is used to modify the silicon primary particle size when the silicon concentration is greater than about 14 wt%. Both strontium and phosphorous are used today as a conventional grain refinement practice for all Al-Si alloys. Effective modification is achieved at a very low additional level, but the range of recovered strontium and phosphorus of 0.001 to 0.1 wt.% is commonly used.

Figure 2(A & B) show typical microstructure of NASA alloys in hypereutectic and eutectic, respectively.

To significantly enhance the tensile strength at high temperatures, small amounts of transition elements are added to the Al-Si alloy to modify the lattice parameter of the aluminum matrix by forming compounds of the type Al\textsubscript{3}X having L1\textsubscript{2} crystal structures. In order to maintain high degrees of strength at temperatures very near to their alloy melting point, both the aluminum solid solution matrix and the particles of Al\textsubscript{3}X compounds are designed to have similar face-centered-cubic (FCC) crystal structure. They are also coherent because their lattice parameters and dimensions are closely matched. When substantial coherency for the lattice is obtained, these dispersion particles are highly stable, which results in high mechanical properties for the alloy during long exposures at elevated temperatures. In order for these strengthening mechanisms to function properly within the alloy, the heat treatment is specifically designed to maximize the performance of the unique chemical composition.

The compounds of the type Al\textsubscript{3}X particles also act as nuclei for grain size refinement upon the molten aluminum alloy being solidified from the casting process. They also function as dispersion strengthening agents, having the L1\textsubscript{2} lattice structure similar to the aluminum solid solution, in order to improve the high temperature mechanical properties.

**MECHANICAL PROPERTIES**

FIG 3 illustrates the dramatic improvement in the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) at elevated temperatures for a cast article produced from NASA alloys as compared with three well-known conventional alloy 332, 390 and 413 (11). The UTS data is tested at 500 °F, 600 °F and 700 °F, after exposure of all test specimens to a temperature of 500 °F, 600 °F and 700 °F for 100 hours, respectively. It is noted that the tensile strength of NASA alloys, is more than three times that of those prepared from the conventional eutectic 413.0 alloy, and more than four times that of those prepared from hypo-eutectic 332.0 alloy and the hyper-eutectic 390.0 alloy, when tested at 700 °F.
FIG 3 illustrates the dramatic improvement in tensile strength at elevated temperatures for NASA alloys.

THERMAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

At room temperature, the density for the eutectic and hypereutectic alloys is not much different from most conventional Al-Si alloys, about 2.76 g/cm$^3$ (0.099 lb/in$^3$) for NASA 398, and 2.73 g/cm$^3$ (0.098 lb/in$^3$) for NASA 388. The modulus of elasticity is about 12.8 Msi (88.6 Gpa), and a hardness value of 71 HRB (Rockwell B scale). Since NASA alloys are specifically designed for high temperature applications, the room temperature tensile and yield strengths are in the same range for most conventional 300-series cast aluminum alloys. The typical thermal properties as a function of temperature are given in Table 1. The liquidus temperature is 619°C (1156°F) for NASA 398, and 581°C (1078°F) for NASA 388. The solidus temperature is 486°C (907°F) for NASA 398, and 483°C (901°F) for NASA 388. The solidification temperature range is 619°C-486°C for NASA 398, and 581°C-483°C for NASA 388, respectively.

TABLE 1 Typical Thermal and Physical Properties for NASA 398 alloy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Thermal expansion (a)</th>
<th>Thermal diffusivity</th>
<th>Specific heat</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity</th>
<th>Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>°F</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>(10$^{-6}$K)</td>
<td>(cm$^2$/sec)</td>
<td>(J/kg.K)</td>
<td>(W/m.K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>120.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>18.65</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>125.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>19.17</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>128.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>19.72</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>129.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>131.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Thermal expansion coefficients given for hypereutectic alloy (16% Si).
HEAT TREATMENT AND PROCESSING COST

A low cost heat treatment process, similar to the T5 treatment, is recommended by aging NASA alloys at 400 °F to 500 °F for four to twelve hours. This unique heat treatment schedule complements the unique alloy composition to form a maximum amount of precipitates with uniform distribution and optimum particle size. Thus, NASA alloys have high temperature strength properties that are superior to the prior art alloys because of a unique combination of chemical composition and heat treatment processing. Implementation of NASA 398 could actually be cheaper than some conventional alloys and cost saving can be realized if a specific component’s heat treatment can be switched to T5 from previous specifications of either T6 or T7, when appropriate.

Initial production and casting trials have shown that NASA alloys can be cast and processed at a mass production value that is comparable with most conventional 300-series aluminum (<$0.90/lb). NASA alloys can be cast using conventional gravity casting in the temperature range of about 1325 °F to 1450 °F, without the aid of external pressure. However, further improvement of tensile strengths will be obtained when NASA alloys can be processed with external pressure such as squeeze casting. NASA alloys are best used for applications from 450°F (232°C) to about 750°F (400°C). For instance, strength improvement for NASA 398 can be as much as 3 to 4 times higher than conventional cast aluminum alloys when tested at 600°F (315°C), after soaking the alloy at 600°F for 100 hours.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Table 2 shows a guideline for material selection and potential applications of NASA alloys to meet substantially higher elevated temperature strength requirements than other conventional casting aluminum alloys. NASA alloys may be used in bulk alloy forms as hypoeutectic (6% –9% Si), eutectic (10% - 13% Si) or hypereutectic (16% - 18% Si). It is an ideal low cost material for cast automotive components such as pistons, cylinder heads, cylinder liners, connecting rods, turbo chargers, impellers, actuators and brake calipers. At high silicon levels, the alloy exhibits excellent thermal growth stability, surface hardness and wear resistant properties.

Table 2 Guideline for material selection and potential applications of NASA alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NASA alloys</th>
<th>Potential Replacement</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSFC 398 (16% - 18% Si)</td>
<td>390, Zollner 16</td>
<td>• Pistons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahle 126</td>
<td>• Bearings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AE 425</td>
<td>• Cylinder liners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Brake calipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSFC 388 (10% - 13% Si)</td>
<td>383, 384</td>
<td>• Cylinder blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>413, Mahle 124</td>
<td>• Cylinder heads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermodur</td>
<td>• Connecting rods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pistons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSFC 358 (6% - 9% Si)</td>
<td>356, 357</td>
<td>• Jet engine parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>359, 360</td>
<td>• Turbochargers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>201, 206, 224, 242</td>
<td>• Metal composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Impellers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NASA alloys may also be used as an alloy matrix for the making of aluminum metal matrix composites (MMC), which comprise a filler material in the form of particles, whiskers, chopped fibers and continuous fibers. The filler materials in the composite should not be confused with the strengthening particles Al$_3$X. The filler materials or reinforcement materials added into the aluminum MMC usually have minimum dimensions typically in the range of 1 to 20 microns. Suitable reinforcement materials for making aluminum MMC include common materials such as Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Aluminum Oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$). These reinforcements are present in volume fractions up to about 60% by volume. In stir-casting technique for composites, the approach involves mechanical mixing and stirring of the filler material into a molten metal bath. The temperature is usually maintained below the liquidus temperature to keep the aluminum alloy in a semi-solid condition in order to enhance the mixing uniformity of the filler material.

**CONCLUSION**

Originally developed as piston material to meet U.S. automotive legislation requiring low exhaust emission, the novel NASA alloys also offer dramatic increase in strength, enabling components to utilize less material, which can lead to reducing part weight and cost as well as improving gas mileage and performance for auto engines. In hypereutectic form, the alloys also have greater wear resistance, surface hardness and dimensional stability compared to conventional cast aluminum alloys. NASA high strength alloys can be produced economically from conventional permanent mold, sand casting or investment casting, and they are best used for high temperature applications from 450°F (232°C) to 750°F (400°C).
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